Five considerations for national evaluation agendas informed by the SDGs

Each country sets its own national agenda and strategy within the broad contours of the 2030 Agenda and its Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), yet the Agenda gives little explicit guidance on how to do this. However, there is a perspective on development that offers direction. This perspective views development through a ‘complex systems’ lens. It is consistent with the 2030 Agenda because it considers development as a holistic, integrated, multifaceted and context-sensitive process that has diverse means and ends, and is intimately tied to sustainability. This briefing summarises five aspects of this perspective that emerged as important lessons for evaluation during the Millennium Development Goals era, and discusses their implications for national evaluation agendas that support countries’ achievement of the SDGs.

It is the third in a collection of briefings discussing the role of evaluation in achieving the SDGs.

National evaluation systems and the Sustainable Development Goals

National governments seeking to evaluate ongoing progress towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) find little guidance in the 2030 Agenda. It encourages governments to create national follow-up and review processes, but has little to say about the priorities and issues that should shape evaluation agendas.

Complementary reports advocate voluntary national and regional reviews, yet do not venture beyond general references to annual thematic reviews and the need to assess implementation, to base budgeting on evidence, to ensure equity and gender-responsiveness in line with the ‘no one left behind’ commitment, and to identify gaps, deficits and successes.

However, guidance for national evaluation agendas and systems can be found in a particular concept of development that is aligned with thinking about complex systems and that recognises the 17 SDGs’ interconnected nature. This concept has implications for decisions about what to be evaluated and how that is done, how success and failure are judged, and how evaluation knowledge is to be used. Some of the main aspects of this ‘complex systems’ concept of development are outlined in Box 1.

National evaluation agendas should reflect the issues that each country deems the most important in its development priorities and strategies. Nevertheless, we know from experience with the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) that failing to view development from a complex systems perspective leads to weaknesses in national development planning and evaluation systems. Therefore, to avoid re-introducing these weaknesses, this briefing urges early attention to the following five points:

- Thinking beyond single policies, programmes and projects;
- Examining macro forces influencing success or failure;
- Having a nuanced understanding of ‘success’;
- Recognising the importance of culture; and
- Adopting evaluative thinking and adaptive management.
Guiding considerations for national evaluation agendas

National evaluation agendas should reflect the issues that each country deems the most important

The five considerations discussed here bring together the conceptualisation of development from a complex systems perspective with selected MDG-era lessons for evaluation that highlight some of the problems arising when this perspective is not taken. The lessons also focus on weaknesses that might not be immediately apparent and hence might continue to be overlooked. Attention to these five considerations can strengthen national evaluation agendas and help maximise the value of evaluation in resource-constrained countries.

1. Think beyond individual policies, programmes and projects. Evaluations at national policy level tend to target specific interventions: usually a single policy or the programmes and projects through which a policy or strategy comes to life in a particular sector. It is essential to evaluate the design, implementation and impact of important interventions. Yet the integrated, interconnected nature of development means that the value of evaluating single interventions may be limited. When evaluation agendas are grounded in a complex systems understanding of development, they attend to more than just one intervention in and of itself. Instead, they examine issues that cut across policies, strategies and sectors.

2. Examine macro forces influencing success and failure. If done well, evaluation can show ‘what’ has been achieved, ‘how’, ‘when’, ‘among/by/for whom’, ‘at what cost’ (tangible and intangible) and ‘under what circumstances’ (see also other briefings in this collection). In order to answer such questions, evaluation agendas must carefully consider political, economic, ideological, environmental, socio-cultural and technological circumstances that affect the success or failure of a policy, strategy, programme, institution, project and so on.

Lessons from the MDG era show how important it is to actively search for often-overlooked
influences on development in the macro environment. Examples of influences that have had a detrimental effect on development over the past decade are summarised in Box 2. A large number of these forces are influenced by power relationships and asymmetries between and within countries, sectors or institutions. This confirms that the role and influence of power in development interventions presents an important focus for evaluation.

3. Take into account multiple definitions and measures of ‘success’. Claims of development success (or failure) can be misleading. Even if an intervention or strategy achieves prescribed goals or targets, these could have been set unrealistically low (or high), or might have been developed without sufficient consideration of stakeholders’ perspectives on what ‘success’ looks like.

It is therefore important to use evaluation not only to determine outcomes and impacts, but also to establish how well such ‘success’ has been conceived, defined and measured in the first place. To do this, national evaluation agendas must consider the following:

- **Look for multiple perspectives on what constitutes ‘success’**. If development planners and funders demand rigid goal and target setting, they risk encouraging the establishment of over- or under-ambitious plans, or even unethical practices to satisfy unrealistic expectations. Plans need flexibility to account for learning or changes in circumstances. Stakeholders often also have varying perspectives on the merit and value of development outcomes and impacts. Blindly working with the expected outcomes and impacts of an intervention can easily mean that unintended consequences, in particular negative outcomes and impacts, are missed.8 These may undermine what is regarded as success. For example, if an imported monoculture crop with high nutritional and commercial value replaces hardy indigenous staples in a drought-prone region, increased production and farmer incomes might be short-lived. Empowering women without addressing local values and customs might have the unintended consequence of perpetuating violence against the same women. Definitions of an intervention’s success therefore need to be informed by experiences and perspectives on the ground, as well as by a national vision of development.

- **Sustainability also means designing, implementing and evaluating for long-term impact**. Evaluations should investigate systematically whether the design and implementation of an intervention has given enough attention to ensuring its ideas, models or benefits will be sustained in some or other form. A programme with benefits that do not persist after it has ended can hardly be regarded as a success, unless such benefits contribute to other emergent positive outcomes. So it is crucial to recognise that evaluating impact has to involve assessing the longevity of effects. It is also important to assess and learn more about whether, why and how positive impacts have been sustained, or have transformed and contributed to emerging outcomes. This approach requires evaluations at suitable intervals both during interventions and after they have ended.

- **Ensure monitoring systems have credible measures of success**. Monitoring systems must themselves be evaluated to ensure that success is appropriately measured. Baselines must be established as credible, indicator quality must be confirmed, and data collection and analysis must be sufficiently nuanced to ensure ‘no one is left behind’. For example, the challenges and cost involved in getting interventions to very isolated communities can severely influence the quality of both services and monitoring data. Evaluations of monitoring systems should draw attention to such challenges. Evaluation should particularly guard against preoccupation with ‘easy to reach’ and ‘easy to measure’ targets that might lead to distortions. For example, when aiming to provide equitable quality education, the free and equitable access part is much easier to measure than the quality of education or the relevance and effectiveness of learning outcomes. But...
evidence on both aspects is required for good evaluation. Furthermore, despite Agenda 2030’s emphasis on context-sensitive, country-led targets and plans, the competition triggered by global indexes might tempt some countries to set their performance bar quite low. Measures that are consistent from national to global level are needed to calculate the minimum level and type of achievement expected per country. National planning authorities have to ensure and advocate for realistic yardsticks. Evaluation can assist in this process.

4. Recognise the importance of culture. The 2030 Agenda frequently refers to the importance of context in development. It says nations have to determine their own development path with the knowledge of their own particular circumstances. However, it fails to give the same recognition to culture.

A society’s culture is composed of its ways of perception, underlying assumptions, and beliefs and values as embedded and reflected in people’s behaviour, in their symbols, memes and rituals, and in their social and political institutions. Cultural beliefs, values and behaviours evolve over time as the context of the society changes. This has a deep effect on the patterns of societal behaviour, including on the disposition of a society towards change and therefore on how development unfolds. In turn, a development intervention can shape culture, especially when the intervention challenges some of the most enduring, deeply rooted dimensions of that culture.

National evaluation agendas should therefore promote a focus on culture, and consider its influence when designing, implementing and evaluating development policies and plans. The field of evaluation is increasingly aware of the need for culturally competent evaluators, and the importance of incorporating cultural awareness and cultural responsiveness in evaluation design and methods.²,³

The challenge of engaging effectively with culture is especially great in multicultural societies or where an intervention interacts with practices in distinctly different cultures. In such cases, in-depth work with each cultural group is seldom possible. A national effort may be required to identify those core dimensions of a society that remain constant even when contexts change. Local citizens and experts are best placed to do this. It is essential to prepare frameworks and toolkits that explain concepts, options and methods. Evaluators’ competencies in assessing cultural influences must also be strengthened.

5. Shift towards evaluative thinking and adaptive management. Viewing development from a complex systems perspective requires a shift away from relying on ‘predict-and-act’ decision making and exclusively results-based management. Instead, robust adaptive governance and management approaches that emphasise flexibility must be embraced.¹ This approach to governance and management requires a focus on evaluative thinking and on developing capacities that can accommodate continuous cycles of experimentation, enable evidence-informed learning, and adjust strategies and actions. Its power lies in shifting stakeholders’ attention to ‘learning by doing’, dealing with challenges as they arise and making improvements or changing direction before too many resources have been wasted.

All five of the guiding considerations discussed above can strengthen national evaluation agendas, but this last consideration is perhaps the most powerful. The next briefing in this collection will therefore focus on how evaluative thinking and adaptive management can shape national evaluation systems.
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